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	Dodge City is the story of Wade Hatton, a freedom-loving cowboy who takes on the task of clearing a town of criminals. Jesse James is the story of Jesse James, a justice-loving farmer who becomes an outlaw after suffering harsh injustice at the hands of the railroad. Despite these seemingly different premises and plot dynamics, the two films are incredibly similar. Hatton and Jesse share many of the same beliefs, and these beliefs are evident in their actions. These beliefs define the films. The Classical Western is defined in part by its hero, sometimes a man who knows Indians, a man capable of violence, a man rugged enough to survive on his own in the wilderness. It is also defined by its struggles: one often finds the themes of Progress versus Farmers, Civilization versus Wilderness, and even the classic Good versus Evil. The Classical Western utilizes a setting that brings these struggles forth, plots that incorporate these struggles, and characters who deal with the issues presented by these struggles. Both films—Dodge City and Jesse James—fit into the classical form of the Western genre because of their setting, plots, and characters, but they differ in the light in which they portray their themes.
	Both Jesse James and Dodge City have settings conducive to bringing out the aforementioned struggles. Both are set in the late nineteenth century, the era of the railroad. Dodge City deals with this less than Jesse James does, but at the very beginning of the movie we see a scene in which a stagecoach tries to race a new train and loses to the delight of the businessmen riding the iron horse. Jesse James struggles with the idea of progress constantly; the story starts out as that of Jesse fighting the railroad whose progress is destroying the lives of his community. When it comes to civilization and wilderness, Dodge City has more to offer than Jesse James. Its main struggle is in fact that of new civilization (Dodge City) trying to establish itself and survive in wilderness (the western reaches of Kansas). Jesse James, while presenting a stark contrast between the wilderness in which Jesse hides (the forests and hills outside of towns) and civilization (the towns outside of which he hides), does not so much emphasize and struggle for supremacy between the two (the area around Liberty, Missouri is already settled; there are farms everywhere and wilderness imposes no threat to the safety of the people). 
	Both films share similarities in plot elements, though their general stories themselves are dissimilar. Both feature a hero who is at first somewhat reluctant to "do what he needs to do" (in Hatton's case, to take responsibility and become Sheriff; in Jesse's, to flee society, become an outlaw, and terrorize the railroad). Both plots are set into motion when the hero witnesses death (in Hatton's case, the little boy who is trampled by the horses during the street shooting; in Jesse's, his mother, murdered by railroadeer Barshee). Because of this, both films portray an aspect of revenge in the hero's actions—Hatton fights against violence and disorder because it has killed an innocent child, Jesse fights against the railroad because it has killed his mother. In both films, the hero loses sight of his original goal. Hatton's original goal was to remain free and unencumbered, and, by the end of the movie, we see him ready to live in Dodge forever, albeit somewhat reluctantly. Jesse's was to get revenge on the railroad, but soon after he starts robbing trains he starts robbing a whole lot of other things, too, and ends up as just another bank robber. Both plots have their climax with a final showdown between the "good guy" and the "bad guy," with the villain losing (emphasizing the aforementioned struggle of Good versus Evil)—in Dodge City, Hatton shoots and kills his nemesis Surrett; in Jesse James, Jesse (not just the hero, but also the villain of the film due to his contact with his dark side and the ensuing gradual corruption) is shot in the back and dies. The themes of redemptive violence (a trademark of the Western) present in both films—Hatton's aggressive approach to dealing with Surrett, Jesse's train robberies—come to the forefront due to these basic plot elements of death, revenge, blindness, and victory.
	Jesse James and Dodge City are again alike in that their casts of characters are similar. They share the hero whose traits I have already described, but beyond that they both have the lady whose love redeems the hero (in Hatton's case, Abbie's love redeems him for his indecision early in the movie and the killing of her brother; in Jesse's, Zee's love is his one chance of remaining "human" rather than becoming a cold-hearted "animal"), the newspaper editor who assists the hero (in Dodge City, Joe, even in his death, is key to the conviction of Yancey; in Jesse James, Colonel Rufus shelters Jesse at times and protects him from the law on many occasions), the elderly businessman (in Dodge City, the kindly Colonel Dodge; in Jesse James, the slimy Mc Coy). These are typical archetypes of the Classical Western form and can be found in many other similar films. Their presence itself is an argument for classifying Dodge City and Jesse James as Classical Westerns.
	However, despite their sharing of a genre and all their similarities, there is one key place where the two films differ: mood. I previously discussed the struggles definitional of the Classical Western; these are all three present to some degree in both films, though the light in which they are portrayed is very different. This is not merely to say that in the one, Dodge City, the railroad (Progress) is a good entity while in the other, Jesse James, the railroad is corrupt and evil. This is to say that the entire struggle regarding the railroad (Progress versus non-progress?) is dealt with in a different manner. Both films have their up moments (Dodge City: off to Virginia City!, Jesse James: off to California!) and their down moments (Dodge City: the death of the boy, Jesse James: the death of Jesse), but the films also both have overarching moods. In Dodge City, there is a generally optimistic mood as Hatton deals with the problems and comes out on top in his struggle against lawlessness and corruption. In Jesse James, there is no such coming out on top—Jesse dies.
	Jesse James differs from Dodge City in that everything it portrays has at least some negative aspect. This is in part due to Jesse's character and its double role as a hero and a villain, the protagonist and the protagonist's worst enemy. But the way in which the film portrays Jesse's struggles sends mixed messages about the themes it is supposed to clearly present. The railroad we see as evil because of its corruption and what it has done to Jesse and Jesse's peers, but the opposition of the railroad is also evil because of how it corrupts Jesse and turns him into a bad person—the "animal" Zee needs to keep him from becoming. According to Gunfighter Nation there is a turn-around point where we are to supposed to start seeing the railroad as good and Jesse's actions as bad, but that point doesn't really exist because Jesse is on a steady descent from the beginning of the movie. Halfway through, he doesn't simply choose to become evil while the railroad becomes accepted by the audience. His career in robbery, and destruction of his character that it promulgates, is sparked by the railroad. Corruption breeds corruption in the film, and there is no "right way out"—Jesse is doomed from the beginning. 
	Because of this inevitable demise and self-destruction, there is no hope in Jesse James. Even when, at the end, he decides not to do his "one last job" but rather to go to California with Zee and start afresh, Jesse doesn't have the choice—he is killed immediately following his decision.  And while his death has mythical implications and does, in a way, redeem him, it does nothing to reconcile progress and civilization with old lifestyles and the movie's wilderness (Jesse!). Though Jesse has done a lot of harm to the railroad, he has not destroyed it, and it continues to eat away at the lives of farmers, albeit those further west. Though the railroad near his home is no longer portrayed as an evil entity—he's even prepared to ride it at the end of the film—"The Railroad" has not been redeemed. Unless its continued existence vindicates its wrongdoings, it remains an unsolved problem. Dodge City, on the other hand, has a very strong conclusion that shows Hatton head off for the next town to tame; law and justice are correct and so is freedom, and Hatton is right to enjoy the third while enforcing the first two in the name of progress. 
	Due to their exhibition of themes, settings, plots, and characters typical of the Classical Western, both Dodge City and Jesse James are excellent examples of the form. They share many similarities in their fulfillment of the genre's requirements, their heroes having many traits in common and their casts including many similar characters. However, there is the one point where they differ dramatically, and it is this point that sets them apart. They are both Classical Westerns, but if Dodge City is the story of good prevailing in a rotten sector of the West, then Jesse James is the question of whether or not good can prevail, and, more importantly, the question of whether or not good can exist. Jesse, the hero, must die in order to be mythically good. With this, Jesse James questions one of those important traits of the hero (violence). The only truly good people in the film are those who are too weak to do what Jesse did, yet we know that Jesse's initial actions were necessary. Jesse James, in all its pessimism, portrays the need for a hero who cannot survive in civilization and must face a tragic end.
